600
4

Response
Count
38
23
359
180
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Response
Percent
6.3%
3.8%
59.8%
30.0%

Q1 Check the appropriate age category of the questionnaire respondent.
Answer Options
Under 18 years old
18-34 years old
35-59 years old
Over 60 years old

answered question
skipped question

Check the appropriate age category of the questionnaire respondent.

Under 18 years old
18-34 years old
35-59 years old
Over 60 years old
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29

14

82

53

33

73

50

42

21

Low

158

214

83

195

118

144

194

147

171

137

Medium

379

338

485

308

417

410

310

387

374

422

High

7

5

5

8

5

2

12

8

1

8

No Opinion

2.54

2.51

2.79

2.35

2.60

2.63

2.36

2.54

2.56

2.65

Rating Average

590

586

587

593

593

589

589

592

588

588

Response
Count

92

598
6

46

Q2 How important are the following to you? (Each item for valuing is in bold with examples following in parentheses)
Answer Options
Sustainable balance of plants, animals and humans using
conservation land
Undisturbed areas for plant & animal habitat (wetlands, woodlands,
fields)
Open, bucolic (farm) views from the road (Codman & Baker Bridge
Roads)
Wooded buffers around residential homes (plants between homes &
roads/trails)
Small, local farms (Codman Community Farms, Community
Supported Agriculture)
Well-maintained recreation facilities (athletic fields, indoor fitness,
Codman Pool)
Playgrounds and neighborhood “pocket parks” (school playgrounds,
Peace Park)
Trail & roadside path network (foot paths, fire roads, bicycle paths)
Cultural & historic venues (deCordova, Drumlin Farm, Historic New
England)
A vibrant village at South Lincoln (live/work, dining, MBTA, community
events)
Other core open space or recreation values (please specify):

answered question
skipped question
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Q2 How important are the following to you? Other Responses:
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Other core open space or recreation values (please specify):
Keep & buy as much conservation land as possible
We are losing visible, unfenced, fields and open space for wildlife.
Keep Lincoln green. Support our forests and at fields
Safety from speeding drivers (I imagine some are local residents!) for walking along roadways without sidewalks;
Safety from speeding drivers (I imagine some are local residents!) for walking along roadways without sidewalks;
what do you mean by "undisturbed" no people? no building? no pets?
A meeting place for Girl Scouts. The Boy Scouts have use of the Mason's facility.
Safe, well maintained and well lit walkways and paths. Invasive plants such as poison ivy cleared well away from walkways.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Sports fields with upkeep, dog park
Wildlife observation, natural experiences, absence of human created noise
Wildlife observation, natural experiences, absence of human created noise
playgrounds - any plans for (former) Strat's Place?
tennis courts, quality of rec facilities
better soccer field maintenance at the school!
Promote walking, biking, and public transportation with footpaths and bike paths. That is part of a conservation ethic. We
have de-facto prioritized cars by emphasizing road side views and failing to prioritize sidewalks along roads. This is a big
mistake. Conservation land MUST NOT trump the ability to have a paved, maintained path along the road to get people out
of their cars. Reducing car usage is a core conservation value.
Would like to see more alternatives to the main roadways(lincoln road, 117 and route126) to get around town.
Soccer fields, THE SCHOOL BUILDING!
mountabin bike trails, offroad vehicle trails, boating on ponds
yes the conservation is valuable but please remember, the kids are valuable too
Well maintained and presentable athletic fields for when outsiders visit our town.
historic preservation together with land preservation
restaurants? Strats Playground...???!!!
Athletic fields are deplorable. I've seen soccer players severely twist ankles and knees out there. Way worse than other
towns.
We need to place a moratorium on new home building by having a 10 acre minimum lot for all new homes.
reducing tick population somehow, tired of hearing my MD call Lincoln "ticksville"
Get rid of Farmer Pete and Jen and we will support Codmen Farms again. Bring back Farmer Eric!!!!
Trail and roadside path network is highest
Many of the values above are important, but I rank the undisturbed areas as highest with the other ways of being out in
nature next. The farms/CSA etc are complementary. "sustainable balance" of plants etc. is always tricky to define.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30

31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

safe places to ride my bike
I would like to ride my bike safely around town, have places to meet up with and hang out with my friends, and have food
from local farms at school, or some sort of real food with a place and time to enjoy lunch at school. The food is really bad
and we don't have a cafeteria or lunch tables outside.
I would like to see a commercial kitchen built as part of the school, COA, or Lincoln Station planning. It would support
community education, local farms, and help strengthen and define Lincoln's unique commitment to agriculture and
community.
Pierce park
cultural center; coffee house; farm to table restaurant
running/ walking trails
Tennis courts
Limit to ability to maintain well (control invasives)
Soccer fields needs an upgrade and regular maintainance. It's embarrassing compared to other towns and also dangerous
(dry mud)
I love that all the fields are together in one location
Demonstrated commitment to sustainable living, energy use, climate change, resource consumsption

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

64

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

Demonstrated commitment to sustainable living, energy use, climate change, resource consumsption
More sport fields - sadly lacking adequate fields for student sports of all kinds. Came to Lincoln for schools; leaving Libcoln
for lack of sports teams and fields to play on.
lack of planning is destroying this town
I use the playing fields and they are in terrible condition. It's embarrassing to host team from other towns when they
complain about the poor maintenance of the fields.
Our fields are embarrassing
Good ball parks for the children.
Really in need of soccer fields !
Dog park
The Food Project
Sidewalks in town would be such a help to those of us with children.
We need better sports facilities. It is embarrassing hosting other towns here on our suboptimal fields. I don't like how
Pierce Park's lawn looks like garbage because the various teams practice there when other fields are closed. It is an eye
sore
Open trails to bicycles.
All of these are essential. Prioritizing is essential.
we have more conservation land than any town needs. Young families want vibrant town, food, place to have a bite and
some friends
More public edible plantings, biking on trails for residents, like horses can
Noise management
I would like to see more of the trails opened for cycling.
South Lincoln should focus on a train station and retail
keep the tennis courts and the area around in better shape. Flowers and trees needed.
Safe for bicycling
handicap usable trails
preservation of species besides mammals -- reptiles, amphibians, mollusks, insects, birds, etc.; removal of invasive species
Walking paths connecting all of town. Certain parts are isolated by busy roads without paths along the side.
We are a family with young children. Our children play sports. We still prefer to have open fields to look at vs sports fields.
We are not aspiring Olympians here. We do not feed in to the sports hype. There are plenty of other things kids can do (or
learn to do) with their free time vs just tech and sports. other countries seem to survive just fine. The open unspoiled space
is what makes Lincoln so unique. Once it's gone, you never get it back. Never. Once those overachieving families with
über kids get older, they will likely move anyhow or their short sighted notions will have disrupted the natural beauty of our
town. Leave it alone! Care for the land. Make it beautiful. We don't need weeds.., but we do need open fields and gardens
and farms.
We are a family with young children. Our children play sports. We still prefer to have open fields to look at vs sports fields.
We are not aspiring Olympians here. We do not feed in to the sports hype. There are plenty of other things kids can do (or
learn to do) with their free time vs just tech and sports. other countries seem to survive just fine. The open unspoiled space
is what makes Lincoln so unique. Once it's gone, you never get it back. Never. Once those overachieving families with
über kids get older, they will likely move anyhow or their short sighted notions will have disrupted the natural beauty of our
town. Leave it alone! Care for the land. Make it beautiful. We don't need weeds.., but we do need open fields and gardens
and farms.
More Playgrounds
Please mark running/biking trails in a better way for navigation
Access to pond views (Twin Pond, Flints, Todd Pond)
Open trails to bicycles
It is difficult to access the trail network from 11 Reiling pond road and the north side of rt 2. Trails that connect us would be
fantastic.
Continued equestrian access to trails
What kind of "community events" are contemplated for South Lincoln. It makes no sense. Keep South Lincoln for
commercial/retail, and public spaces for community events.
A large community square and large safe space for elders, with lots of parking. A place for teens and young adults to
congregate
Roadside paths to encourage more non-motorized transport

74

Access for canoeing/kayaking and ice skating - HIGH. Views of remote mountains (e.g., prune the top of Mt Misery) - HIGH

75
76

Please keep businesses in Lincoln center: restaurants, yoga studio, coffee shops
I was disappointed that with rt 2 work they didn't take the care to recoonect thepriously blocked streams and wetlands by
putting in inexpensive passive underpasses under roads for water fish and wildlife
Control of litter in open spaces
Mountain biking/skiing/walking/running trails. And a pump track!
All of the above
Community center for all ages.
Better control of invasive species.
Art Exhibits:Bemis, Library, Clark Gallery,
Dog friendly areas (ideally off-leash)
I checked medium since don't support the need for "pocket parks" in a rural town, but do support a significant public
playground.
I valuelife open space and fields for wildlife. The fields on Codman road now are fenced in for livestock, could at least one
be returned to wildlife? If fields to have livestock those animals should be treats with the utmost care and shelter so they are
positive examples of farming and humane treatment of all animals and wildlife.
Minimize further loss of open space
Reasonably maintained trail network
Ecological restoration of land where feasible for natural beauty and plant and animal habitat.
More affordable produces for local residents from our local farms
As the traffic through Lincoln has increase, I think it is a good time to look into sidewalks and bike paths
more equestrian friendly trails and policies
stone walls

77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

86
87
88
89
90
91
92
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Q3 How long have you used Lincoln’s open space and recreation resources and
facilities?
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
2 years or less
6.5%
39
2-10 years
32.7%
195
10 years or more
60.8%
363
answered question
597
skipped question
7

How long have you used Lincoln’s open space and recreation resources and
facilities?

2 years or less
2-10 years
10 years or more
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Q4 Which of Lincoln’s existing conservation, recreation, trail and agricultural resources have or do you
use (Use)? Would you use it more if the facility, parking or access was improved (Improved)?

Answer Options

Use

Response
Count
379
270
565
336
75
290
525
317
216
338
281
378
449
397
268
436
299
359
167
112
444
338
486
446
153
409
72
99
596
8

Improved

Conservation land for nature study (pollinator meadow,
338
71
Canoe landing for boating, fishing or other water
143
153
Trails for walking or running
532
112
Trails for cross-country skiing
279
102
Trails for horseback riding
59
19
Trails for bike riding
217
150
Roadside paths for walking or bike riding
439
218
Athletic fields for team sports
268
144
Tennis courts
194
40
Playgrounds
305
103
Recreation Department or private fitness classes in
210
110
Codman Pool for swimming or summer concerts
352
76
Pierce Park or Pierce House for picnicking, walking or a
425
57
Bemis Hall for activities, classes, talks or events
368
63
Lexington Road Cemetery for visiting, contemplating,
241
41
Codman Community Farms for the farm store, trails or
412
60
Other local farm for the farm stand or Community
274
55
Lincoln Station for the farmers market
304
112
Lincoln Station for an LLCT/RLF event or talk
142
32
The Commons for a recreation program, event, talk or
94
27
Drumlin Farm Wildlife Sanctuary – Mass Audubon
440
26
Codman Estate or Gropius House – Historic New
331
22
deCordova Sculpture Park and Museum
480
24
Walden Pond State Reservation
430
54
The Walden Woods Project at Baker Farm Road
142
16
Minute Man National Historical Park
399
27
Farrington Nature Linc
51
29
Other Resources/Comments. Please indicate if you have a specific improvement to a

answered question
skipped question

Which of Lincoln’s existing conservation, recreation, trail and agricultural
resources have or do you use (Use)? Would you use it more if the facility,
parking or access was improved (Improved)?

Use

Farrington…

The Walden…

deCordova…

Drumlin Farm…

Lincoln Station…

Other local…

Lexington…

Pierce Park or…

Recreation…

Tennis courts

Roadside…

Trails for…

Trails for…

Improved

Conservation…

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
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Q4 Which of Lincoln’s existing conservation, recreation, trail and agricultural resources have or do you use (Use)?
Would you use it more if the facility, parking or access was improved (Improved)?

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Other Resources/Comments. Please indicate if you have a specific improvement to a resource or
facility:
The entrance lobby of Bemis Hall looks like a disorganized junk closet--very uninviting.
We miss Strats!
Re-open Ste Anne's parking for access to Mt Misery & beyond; install borad walk on swampy area near Ste
Anne's
I have no idea what Farrington Nature Linc is.
More community based activities st the mall
I For trails, confusion exists about which ones are OK for bikers. This past summer I encountered a large
number of trail bikers on trails which requested no bikes. Also, the lovely stone cabin ruins along some
walking trails off Weston Road was vandalized by graffiti in the past few years, along with the trail leading
there--lots of paint in giant splotches on trees. I understand this is someone's expression, and yet find that
and the vandalism at the site unfortunate. Not a huge priority for improvements obviously, but a project for
education as our area and trails are more widely used. I
I For trails, confusion exists about which ones are OK for bikers. This past summer I encountered a large
number of trail bikers on trails which requested no bikes. Also, the lovely stone cabin ruins along some
walking trails off Weston Road was vandalized by graffiti in the past few years, along with the trail leading
there--lots of paint in giant splotches on trees. I understand this is someone's expression, and yet find that
and the vandalism at the site unfortunate. Not a huge priority for improvements obviously, but a project for
education as our area and trails are more widely used. I
This question is too poorly stated to get a useful response.
pkg at Adams Woods--feel like bothering neighbors
Some sort of town lot for Lincoln residents at Walden Pond. I never can get in there.
The pods are a lovely town resource but could be maintained better, The center fields are AWESOME but
REALLY NEED TO BE MAINTAINED BETTER.
I use the Codman pool but I do not like having summer concerts there. The pool needs work as the
bathroom and showers are in terrible unsanitary condition
Better management of all conservation lands-- invasive species are gaining the upper hand and it seems
nothing is been done about it beyond some roadside garlic mustard management
I have been to Walden Pond only once in my 5 years living in Lincoln. It is only 2.5 miles and an hour walk
away, but I perceive the paths to it (from Lincoln Station area) to be not walking-friendly.
we need dog parks
Tot Lot--would like to be able to use those at the schools when schools aren't in session
Tot Lot--would like to be able to use those at the schools when schools aren't in session
Each is a topic of its own. Many involve tradeoffs.
restroom/outhouse near town office field/pierce park
Pierce Park/ Pierce House should have paved and lighted parking for safe reasons
I would love the bike paths on Codman Road to be improved, and to have them go to Lincoln Center.
More and better maintained soccer fields
I think that none of the things I checked need improvement.
SCHOOL BUILDING!!!!
Held a wedding at codman estate. The main building is in TERRIBLE repair
roads are so unsafe for walkers due to lack of sidewalks and crazy drivers!!!
I wish I had known all these options were available as well as how to access and use them. I also use
Mount Misery park. It'd be great if there were more adult activities by the recreation department (classes,
swimming hours so it's less hectic, etc)

28

29

30
31

32

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

54

Soccer fields need expansion and better management given their overuse. Given how soccer-centric our
two is I think having one large turf field would be ideal given that we cannot water our fields and they are so
overburdened.
Very happy with the state of all facilities. Not sure i understand the concept of more parking in relation to
conservation land etc- its a small town, most areas are within walking distance. Dont think we need to
create or pave areas for use for Lincoln residents.
Farrington Nature Linc seems grossly underutilized - do SOMETHING with it.
PLEASE as a town we need to do something other than "education" when it comes to tics; people are
getting very sick from Lyme disease, children and animals can not play without carefully and constantly
checking for tics and many residents completely avoid the trails and outdoors because of them. Extreme
measures need to be taken to protect residents and a tradition of enjoying the outdoors.
Love the ability to run on our trail system. Sports fields are in need of serious work - uneven, very poor
grass - an injury risk for kids playing on the fields. I can think of no other town in the area that has sports
fields in as poor a condition as Lincoln.
athletic fields are SCREAMING for attention, holes, bumps, more weeds and bald spots than grass (eg.
Paddock, Codman, Brooks especially)
Farrington needs another enterance other then route 2, Codmen Farm has bad karma given the current
farmers
Perimeter high tensile fencing for Codman Community Farms for proper grazing patterns.
Walden woods project is on a private road, and p,ease keep it that way
Mount Misery!!!!
The sports playing fields are in awful shape - they are in embarrassingly poor shape
I am so sad that Whistle Stop has closed!
an increase in the number of, and connections between, off-road pathways for bike riding
We need sidewalks on Tower Road, and other road as well. We need yellow lines down Tower Rd (center
lines). We need marked bike paths on roads
more roadside paths or other ways to make walking and biking safe is important
Athletic fields are very poor and should be more of a priority. Unfortunately the interests of those over 60
years old are too dominant in town planning and decisions.
Walking and Biking riding paths; better management of recreation center.
Codman Pool - Late in the season not reducing hours to such a great extent. M-W closing at 7 pm would
allow more use by working folks.
There need to be more options/choices here. Use and Improve do not capture are relevant to only a handful
of my responses.
I think Lincoln would benefit from making the ponds, rivers and trails more accessible. Lit and maintained
cross country tracks
I think that the soccer fields are in desperate need for more attention and work.
Need for open space to be converted to playing fields. Insufficient fields and lack of priority to maintaining
them at an acceptable level.
Trail improvement in Farrar Pond area, RR ties maybe in steep areas
Would like to see further expansion of roadside paths for safety (Winter St, Sandy Pond - particularly from 5
Corner to Baker Bridge, Baker Bridge)
No one wants to move to Lincoln any more everything is run down in favor of "preservation"
Again, a high priority for me is dedicating town resources to more and better maintained playing fields. The
playing fields are a locus of community engagement like no other: young people compete, parents and
elders come to enjoy the competition, conversation happens. It is critical that Lincoln make the expansion
and improvement of its playing fields a priority.
Recreation Depth. Has failed miserably. They begged the town t pop supply new fields. Guess what, as
usual they failed.

55
I would love to see some better fields for kids. please don't build soccer fieldso that use rubber pellets.

56

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Our "athletic fields" are embarrassing; worse than the fields in any town our kids play against. Home and
visiting teams regularly complain about the condition and lack of bathrooms (town offices). I have been told
that a new school proposal will include real sports fields. Something needs to be done in the meantime.
having sidewalks for children to walk or bike around Lincoln safely would be very useful.
More sidewalks PLEASE!!!!
Soccer fields are important to the community. Codman farm too. Thank you!
The athletic fields in Lincoln are a disgrace. Possible even dangerous.
The playing fields are a disgrace
The mowing of peirce park has always bothered me -- it is consistently mowed too short and t he grass is
left vulnerable to the sun -- often dies
improvement needed at paved walking path at corner of 126/117 north side stop light. It is always
overgrown
More sidewalks & bike paths! Many roads are not safe.
Signage and connections on trails are important and currently mostly non-existent except for "stay out"
signage.

66

67
68
69
70
71
72

73

74
75
76
77
78

79
80
81

82
83
84

Minuteman needs trails for road bikes, gravel/dirt is not good for road bikes; Farrington is super rundown
and depressing, deCordova is gorgeous but we need picnic ability by water, Bemis needs work, is a great
building, Strats needs replacing, would love another wooden playground or natural and with moving parts,
bike path is super rooty and bumpy, like washboard - fine for walking and hellish for biking
What / where is the commons?
Farrington is in need of help. See summer issue of Lincoln Review. Fix up bike path so it will be used
more.
Would love to see a walking trail around Farrar Pond that did not have to go a long way on 117.
I license town conservation land for agriculture
Need bike/walking path along Sandy Pond Road from library to just past the pond. Too dangerous to walk
along that section.
Pierce park is srarting to look ragged. The landscaping has gone downhill. Grass gets burnt from being cut
too short. Kids (ours included) are put into the fields for sports 'practice' in wet conditions and they tear up
the grounds. Not necessary. These are kids not future prof athletes
Pierce park is srarting to look ragged. The landscaping has gone downhill. Grass gets burnt from being cut
too short. Kids (ours included) are put into the fields for sports 'practice' in wet conditions and they tear up
the grounds. Not necessary. These are kids not future prof athletes
Please mark wood trails in a better way for navigation for hikers, runners, & trail bikers
Allow bicycles on all trails
add trees infant of the commons on route 2
The athletics fields are a discrace and deperately need to be addressed.
The field located at Concord and Codman Roads should not be used year round for chickens,a nd instead
only occassionally. Dogs that were once able to run free in that field are no longer able because of
potential conflicts with chickens and dog that guards them.
It's very disappointing that Strat's Place is gone. We were hoping it would be replaced (hopefully it will be
by the time we have children).
We need to improve the athletic fields. Would also be nice to have a better facility for fitness classes (rom
is fine but flooring could be improved for better shock absorption/washability
Bemis and Pierce House are at capacity. Parking is dangerous at Bemis. Pierce is beautiful for small
events. Please build a community center at the campus and consolidate space for COA/Park&Rec & other
community activities for all ages.
If we could safely bike or walk on roadside paths we would use many of these destinations more.
Some of the walking paths need a touch up, big cracks, gaps, uneven
need a safer walking/bike path at sandy pond bend, also reconnect thepriously blocked streams and
wetlands by putting in inexpensive passive underpasses under roads for water, fish (especially trout) and
wildlife
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86
87
88
89
90

91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

Please don't "build up" the trails network to the point where you start needing to post signage telling people
what to do or where to go. Keep it unobtrusive and simple. A few more simple passages over muddy areas
would be nice. For example, avoid more paved parking areas that will just collect trash.
I didn't select a response in the facilities I don't use.
Must find more opportunities for solar within the above!
Sidewalk repairs for better biking not on road
Re-build stratt's playground, roadside paths on tower road, new fitness room with a good floor.
Would use Walden Pond much more if access on hot days were not so difficult. Priority for Lincoln/Concord
residents for putting up with the traffic? One-hour passes for locals to take a quick dip and go home? I've
been once this summer because it's full by 9 am.
Never considered a canoe landing, but a great idea! And if we could groom some cross country ski trails
that would be wonderful!!
I'm not sure what you mean by the commons.
Conservation land trails for walking our dogs - - highest use and priority.
A backboard would be a useful addition to the tennis courts. Please consider adding one.
Many of the places listed my family used extensively in the past when my children were young. I still value
and love them but at the moment are not using them much if at all.
More bike or walk path connecting the various resources so less driving
Improvement needed in the Communications Department. Part 1 of Question 4 is ungrammatical.
Like a sign "Don't mess up the ski tracks by walking right over them" -- I realize this can't happen.
child park/dog park at far end of school parking lot. Dog area needs to be separated from child area
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1

2

3

4

16
1
1
0

5 or more

Q5 How many people currently live in your house?
Answer Options

18
1
1
2

answered question
skipped question

61
6
3
4

1

5 or more

4

3

2

183
52
330
129

35-59 years old

How many people currently live in your house?

18-34 years old

Over 60 years old

90
58
85
85

Under 18 years old

Under 18 years old
18-34 years old
35-59 years old
Over 60 years old

450
400

350
300
250

200
150
100

50
0

Response
Count
368
118
420
220

597
7
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Q6 Does Lincoln currently provide enough of the following?
Answer Options

Yes

No

No Opinion

Natural areas for plant and animal habitat
Trails
Roadside paths
Opportunities to learn about and purchase products from
Opportunities to experience being on a local farm or in a
Athletic fields for team sports
Opportunities for families (music, walks/talks, farmers
market, trail run)
Opportunities for toddlers (tot lot, library & recreation
activities)
Opportunities for seniors (Bemis, walks & talks,
deCordova)
Opportunities for persons with mental or physical
Other/Comments:

515
542
247
404
466
225

47
37
315
116
52
211

21
7
22
62
65
150

Response
Count
583
586
584
582
583
586

377

109

101

587

262

60

257

579

300

37

247

584

64

80

430

574
74

answered question
skipped question

596
8
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Q6 Does Lincoln currently provide enough of the following?
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27

Other/Comments:
I'd like bike riders to use the existing road side paths!
Lincoln conservation land is unique, other facilties less so
Summer music program at Codman Pool could be improved. Seems like the same bands play each
year. There are a variety of good music options that are likely within the budget.
Summer music program at Codman Pool could be improved. Seems like the same bands play each
year. There are a variety of good music options that are likely within the budget.
Lincoln's athletic fields are poor compared with any other town in the area. Also, the town needs bike
paths or lanes -- very dangerous conditions at present.
For a town of this size, Lincoln does a remarkable job putting on things for infant to pre-K and K-4
aged kids; they may fall short for older kids but the size is not large enough and that is ok.
Existing roadside paths need improvment. Any addition of roadside paths should only be considered if
the Town can better maintain existing ones.
Still don't understand why Strats Place was demolished and replaced with nothing
we need lacrosse fields!!!!!!!!!
Infant/toddler stroller access to a trail or a few trails would be nice. Do not increase bicycle use of
trails.
Infant/toddler stroller access to a trail or a few trails would be nice.
What about 30-50 yr olds?
The library programs for tots is AMAZING! I would love to see more public day time access to
playgrounds - school playgrounds, I assume, are off limits during the weekdays...?
People with mental disabilities often don't drive. They need sidewalks.
Please think about re doing or at least working on the school.
We need a solution for road bicyclists. This should probably be part of a state-wide plan to develop
bike lanes separate from vehicle lanes for bicycle communters and distance riders. To be green we
need to make it safely possible for more bicycle transportation in Massachusetts.
athletic fields are in such bad shape and there are not enough of them. also need a place for kids to
play basketball that isn't school gym and therefore controlled by ridiculous rules
There are opportunities for the farm, but when I've reached out in the past it's been a high bar to get
involved for things like community gardening.
can't enjoy all lincoln has to offer with our tic problem...
We don't do enough for 6-8th graders and high schoolers, or 30-50 somethings
We use Minute Man Park several times a week. It is fabulous, and you can park easily to use different
sections of the Battle Road.
need to prove lights on and bleechers on ball fields
more roadside walking trails would be nice
•
Nothing is ever enough; the more the merrier; the things we have are priceless and should be shouted
from the housetops and advertised to all Lincolnites, less so to "foreigners" although it sounds snobby
of me. I see what they do to ski trails.
Insufficient community building space
i think we need more shrubland habitat and more protection of vernal pools. With CCF's new
emphasis on livestock in former hayfields I worry about the impact on grassland wildlife (e.g. insects,
voles, snakes, birds). I applaud the way Blue Heron Farm and Drumlin Farm understand that farming
and wildlife protection can work hand-in-hand and would like to see this be part of town-wide
agricultural policy. So far I'm not a big fan of the vivual "clutter" of moveable coops and sheds which
CCF has put on various conservation parcels but maybe I'll get used to it. I think we need more trails
which are truly wheelchair accessible, or perhaps the COA could purchase and lend out an all-terrain
wheelchair.
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We need more farm to table opportunities, more restaurants (lower the rents so more can come),
i think we need more shrubland habitiat and more protection of vernal pools. By CCF's new emphasis
on livestock in former hayfields I worry about the impact on grassland wildlife.I think we need more
trails which are truly wheelchair accessible, or perhaps the COA could purchase and lend out an wllterrain wheelchair.
i think we need more shrubland habitiat and more protection of vernal pools. By CCF's new emphasis
on livestock in former hayfields I worry about the impact on grassland wildlife.I think we need more
trails which are truly wheelchair accessible, or perhaps the COA could purchase and lend out an wllterrain wheelchair.
i think we need more shrubland habitiat and more protection of vernal pools. By CCF's new emphasis
on livestock in former hayfields I worry about the impact on grassland wildlife.I think we need more
trails which are truly wheelchair accessible, or perhaps the COA could purchase and lend out an wllterrain wheelchair.
If anything, Lincoln offers too much. Many things are happening and it is difficult to participate in all of
them. People who complain that there is not enough to do have just not really participated as there
are many school, LFA and library and sports offerings here..
we need real soccer fields please. our town is a disgrace compared with our neighbor towns.
We do have natural areas and are a model for the State--but I would like to see even more natural
areas and trails.
We desperately need more athletic fields in better condition! Thank you for your efforts!
I would love to see the old strats playground area cleaned up to use. Even if no playground goes in, it
would be a great place for picnics or sitting. It's nice and shaded and fenced in
It would be awesome if we had a functioning outdoor basketball court
Have playing fields but they need help!!
Our athletic fields are in terrible shape and often unusable.
(At the risk of repeating myself) the amount and condition of the current playing fields are below
standard, and less than what we need as a community.
Lincoln can't do everything. We should focus on providing natural environment. Don't worry about
playgrounds; we can go to Concord or Lexington for that. That said, Lincoln should become more bike
friendly. Impossible for kids to bike across 2A and Route 2 is difficult as well.
Need dedicated, fenced Dog park!
compared to other towns our athletic facilities are a disgrace
Athletic fields are completely inadequate and of very poor quality.
Would love to see the paved path on Rt. 126 continue until Walden Pond.
Need roadside paths all along 117 and along Weston Rd and Tower Rd.
we could use better parking for events for seniors at Bemis
It would be great if the roadside trail on 126 went all the way to Walden. Walking/biking on the windy
stretch on the road, after Baker Bridge, is dangerous and the lot is often full so being able to
bike/run/walk all the way there would be a huge improvement. Also repaving the popular paths along
the roads - better for biking and jogging strollers. =)
who am I to say it's enough??
Better yoga please!!
Even our one school building under the town's stewardship is out of ADA compliance by today's
standards. The town in my opinion needs to focus as much on the state of its buildings as it does its
conservation endeavors.
I would like to suggest increasing the number of multi-use trails designed for fun mountain biking twisty turns, swoops, hill and dale.
there's no place to go to be with people in the evenings or weekends -- this is true for all ages.
There seems to be a push for more yet what we have is not really utilized to its fullest. Please ... Take
the emphasis off of adding and just make what we already have better. Some areas need some tlc.
But NO MORE SPORTS FIELDS. (And our kids play several sports already and have for years)
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There seems to be a push for more yet what we have is not really utilized to its fullest. Please ... Take
the emphasis off of adding and just make what we already have better. Some areas need some tlc.
But NO MORE SPORTS FIELDS. (And our kids play several sports already and have for years)
Toddler opportunities are wonderful, but the Pods as a location are lacking
we need more sidewalks!
not enough athletic fields
Trails connecting Reiling pond rd would be much appreciated and utilized.
we need a multi-generational community center!
We need more commercial offerings in the Mall.
You forgot all adults! We need more general meeting spaces and cultural opportunities
Could use a roadside path along Tower Rd. Could use a program to trim roadside branches in lieu of
paved roadside paths on Stonehedge and other roads
need a safer walking/bike path at sandy pond bend
Using the word "enough" biases this question to much. We can always benefit from more open space
and new walking areas.
Need to rebalance land use ethos to include more active use of our open space and reduce the
overwhelming "preservation" nature of much of our conservation land.
The athletic field in the middle of the school (paddock) desperately needs to be improved...both
leveled and new grass. The kids can't play soccer on that field in its current shape.
More bike path/sidewalks would be fantastic, but probably impossible.I did not let my young child bike
on the many streets that lack them.
We have 0 people under 18, but I clicked in that section by mistake and couldn't uncheck
"No" means "more would be even better"
Not sure about the last item
Good survey!
would like roadside path on Weston Road
nees opportunities for dogs/dog park

Lincoln Open Space and Recreation Plan Community Survey 2016
Q7 Thinking over the course of the next seven years, designate whether the following new initiatives are a
priority for you and state whether you would consider voting yes at Town Meeting to appropriate funds
toward each (check all that apply).
Answer Options
Acquire additional land for multi-use projects
Acquire additional land for conservation (water resource
Acquire additional land for agriculture (local farms,
Acquire additional land for green-energy production
Acquire additional land for recreation athletic fields
Acquire additional land for neighborhood “pocket parks”
Work on neighborhood roadside projects (invasives
Add connections to the network of trail & roadside paths
Designate a dedicated space for a dog park on town land
Design/build creative play spaces on town land (natural
Strengthen construction regulations to better protect
Enhance the village at South Lincoln (landscape,
Other Initiatives/Comments:

Priority

Yes

229
230
131
221
218
123
203
282
83
150
172
248

301
297
182
266
243
169
260
317
114
197
193
278

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
351
342
219
317
296
209
314
400
138
241
238
351
89
589
15

Lincoln Open Space and Recreation Plan Community Survey 2016
Q7 Thinking over the course of the next seven years, designate whether the following new initiatives are a priority for you and
state whether you would consider voting yes at Town Meeting to appropriate funds toward each (check all that apply).
Number
1
2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22

23

24

25
26
27
28
29
30

Other Initiatives/Comments:
Lincoln doesn't need more playgrounds, it needs more pur conservation land
Like the idea of a nice fitness facility but I don't currently use what's available so I can't say whether it needs
improvement or not. Traffic/speeding has become such an issue on Lincoln's main "cut through" roads like Weston
and Tower that I would love to see more roadside paths like on Trapelo for safety and enjoyment.
I'm confused by the Dog Park line. Access to trails for dog walking is much better than a dog park. Is the town going to
take away the ability to walk dogs on trails? Perhaps a question should have been included do you appreciate walking
with your dog on Lincoln trails. My answer would be yes! Re: connecting paths - I think that would be great but can't tell
from the question if it would involve construction/development or would just be trail maintenance. I would support trail
maintenance (already good).
Dog park! +++
depends on what land, why buy land for solar--use transfer station, all town buildings where possible
Need to much better maintain existing trails and conservation properties.
Sad to see how recent too large houses have infringed on edges of conservation land
I encourage the Town to focus on improving existing spaces before taking any further acquisitions.
I would vote for funding focused on management of existing lands to deal with invasive species and to control poison
ivy along the trails
Dog park!
Continue to protect existing protected land from change of use. Not sure how to answer questions about South
Lincoln.
Continue to protect existing protected land from change of use. Not sure how to answer questions about South
Lincoln.
No to acquire ne land and no to new land regulations
Why not a NO on this questionaire
Rather than doing this, build a new school! This is the future of Lincoln we're talking about. We have a good education
system. Now we just need a good place to put that system that is not falling apart.
Design and build separate bicycle communter lanes on Lincoln's roads. This could be incorporated into ongoing
maintenance of the roads. The roadside paths are great for walking and children to bike on. But road bikers go
20+mph.
No dog park is necessary
I'm pretty sure that construction regulations are already more than strict enough, I would 100% oppose stricter
regulations.
What does S.Lincoln have to do with open space planning? It is private property!
I've heard of a lot of people who go to nearby towns for their centers (concord and lexington), less so Lincoln. I wish we
had something vibrant like those offerings.
I think we have enough land and the money used for acquisition can be better spent
We have lost 12 trees along our roadfront in the last 5 years from gas leaks. As I drive around town I suspect some of
the trees we have lost are from gas leaks also. I think our highest priority in town is to remove the dead branches and
trees which overhang the bike paths, sidewalks and trails. It may be through soil borings, we will find that there are
many gas leaks occurring in which case National Grid can be held responsible for the expenses. I presented them with
my bills and was reimbursed.
Regarding trees( buffers), it's important to see where they are really needed and beneficial and where they can do
more harm then good. Trees can do a good deal of harm if thry are too old, sick, weak etc.. A professional Look at the
situation is very important! Many drive way entrances and road intersections are blocked by trees or bushes creating
danger, as well as beauty.
The business closures are concerning. The bank, Whistle Stop, and AKA Bistro all closed in the same span of months.
It will be hard to attract young families to Lincoln if we can't create a more vibrant center. It need not be excessive;
people don't want or expect that in Lincoln. But a coffee shop, a family restaurant - these are important features for the
community.
i didn't check yes for acquire land for recreation etc because it seems we have the land but need to maintain the fields
etc. if that is not the case i would vote yes
Purchase high tensile perimeter fencing for livestock farmers in Lincoln (CCF)
playground for older kids, need some playscapes that are not just athletic fields and provide a way to hang out without
contracting Lyme disease•
NOTHING for dogs; their poop will make the area incompatible with other recreation
Not for dedicating new land to green energy production as will likey reduce native habitat.
All are worthy goals
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Create a senior center at the Ballfield Road school campus--Piority and yes.
No need for a dog park! That's what all the trails are for. We don't need new athletic fields but desperately need the
current ones to be completely overhauled. They are pitiful. No lands used for green energy. It's pretty sad there's no
town playground like there used to be.
I can't vote, but I care about safe bike paths, playgrounds, and that Lincoln has land and animals and places to watch
the meteor showers. My mom says that it is important to have playgrounds because that is where families meet.
I am too young to vote.
I don't consider invasives an issue along disturbed roadside habitat
Please fix the school
need more sidewalks/bike paths on road, especially on Tower Rd., put solar panels in the parking lot at Donelan'salso
offers shelter in the summer and winter
How about school renovation which is so sorely needed? That whole process a few years ago soured our desire to be
involved in town decision making.
Acquiring additional land from surrounding towns is a 'yes' for us. trapping current home owners into offering up
current land is a 'no'. Like to keep open fields vs rep replace with athletic fields... but everything needs to be
maintained better across the board. We have space, but it is poorly cared for space.
More businesses needed to serve the needs of residents, for example,not-too-pricey restaurants / cafes.
Create a senior center at the Ballfield Road school campus--Piority and yes.
Stop aquiring and focus on what you've already got! Birds eat invasive berries on conservation land and keep repopulating my yard with invasives! Stop aquiring and use what you've got more wisely. A nice green field of grass used
for sports is much better than a field full of invasives!!! These questions seem like you're looking for particular results??
Already better than most. Worried about long term maint.
Mountain bike trails, bike paths
Without a town center no one will move here
My priority is more and better maintained playing fields in Lincoln.
Lincoln should focus on nature. This is what makes Lincoln special. It is easy to find parks in other towns.
We need strong restaurants / coffee shop in the town center. With good food to drive traffic.
stop the destruction of "the New Lincoln Woods"
More sidewalks PLEASE!!!
The downtown area is uninviting and
Please make the althletic fields the very highest priority.
My main concern is the poor state of our playing fields for sports
We either need to raze the Mall at Lincoln Station or move the senior center there. The place is becoming a ghost
town. The RLF is clearly incapable of running it as a successful business, and should sell it to someone who is
competent to do so. It is clearly a fiction on the residents of Lincoln that this property is funding the purchase of open
space.
better connection for north lincoln to get across route 2. underground walkway or over-the-road bridge.
Opportunities to enjoy our natural environment. Benches along some of the walkways, natural themed pocket parks
here and there. Make S. Lincoln into a gathering space with a small seating area, a small play area, maybe a small
covered area to sit in sunny or inclement weather...a gathering place.
Connections across Rt 2. All are important, so addressing many concerns with one or 2 focussed projects, or lowhanging fruit are probably the best bet.
Strengthening the core village and highlighting connections to the great trail and natural assets is critical.
Go forward wih plans for a senior center on school campus
I would not vote for any more land buying
I think the town center needs to be revitalized. I currently only use Donolons and the post office. It would be great to
have other places to enjoy, like a coffee shop, cafe, restaurant, children's play space, etc
Instead of dog parks people need to pick up after their dogs and be certain they are well behaved. Others should
understand that dogs and their owners, as long as they meet the goals listed in the previous sentence, have just as
much right to be walking the trails.
No public funds for South Lincon except parking and train station
Community Center
Leave home owners alone. Do not stress out those who clearly want open land. Work with them to help them maintain
it well. Borders are important.
Leave home owners alone. Do not stress out those who clearly want open land. Work with them to help them maintain
it well. Borders are important.
Especially think that the village at South Lincoln is a priority.
Lincoln has enough non-taxed open land, Install solar panels on existing Landfill site, Reduce restictions on developing
private buildable lots and existing homesites
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Why should town spend money on S.Lincoln? This is private property except for peace Park which has been turned
over to Garden Club for their use. e have recently spent a lot of money on stone walls, paths, tress, lighting and curbs
and crosswalks in S.Lincoln. We could invest in more parking for the commuter rail, and maybe an actual station, but
those are the only appropriate expenditures that should be from the public coffers!
Safe non-motorized travel on roadside paths
The birch forest at the old Lincoln Station was beautiful. I hope something like it can come back.
Please refill the commuter lot by the train, there are craters there
reconnect thepriously blocked streams and wetlands by putting in inexpensive passive underpasses under roads for
water fish and wildlife. These are mostly very inexpensive shovel ready projects that would restore or improve water
flow and fishing opportunities. Common in Europe since middle ages especially in trout streams
This question is very unclear- I didn't mark responses for low-priority items
We have plenty of land. What we need to do is rebalance the uses. Acquiring more expensive land is not the right
thing.
Do NOT want to see she'd moved from South lincoln.
Replace Strats with a great playground.
Clearing poise icy from our publicly used land would be great.
Community center for all agrs
The demolition of Strat's Place was such a loss. I haven't had a young child in many years, but I still feel it is absurd not
to have a family-friendly play/gathering space (i.e. Not directly connected to the elementary school classroom area and
available all day to young children.)
I would rather walk my dog on trails than use a dog park. I wouldn't want one dog park to substitute access to the trails.
Dogs get is out on the trials :-)
Space for intergenerational activities
We don't need anymore construction regulations and don't need to spend town funds on land for green energy
production -- solar arrays are ugly.
I strongly urge that the Railway Cafe and AKA Bistro be replaced with establishments that can provide good food and
ambience at fairly reasonable prices. AKA was overpriced and not very good. There are lots of cafes about that are
far better than the Railway Cafe and far better organized.
affordable and senior housing at South Lincoln
The COA, the Community Center Study Comm and the two at SOTT said the Senior Center should be located WITH
other programs at the campus. Why do folks keep trying to manipulate these decisions to direct the COA to the Mall.
It is an RLF agenda, not the town's. It is settled law!
I would consider a new community center a priority, not exclusively a senior center but certainly a place that would
have space for seniors as well as classes/events for all ages
Pls do absolutely nothing to encourage dog pooping in public areas!!! Help!
hard to know if I would "vote yes" on later items without plan details

Lincoln Open Space and Recreation Plan Community Survey 2016
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Please indicate whether you would consider an easement or donation to the following?

answered question
skipped question

Q8 Please indicate whether you would consider an easement or donation to the
following?
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
A new roadside path that meanders around obstacles in
49.8%
201
A new trail that connects or adds to our existing trail
58.4%
236
A conservation acquisition or restriction that connects or
52.2%
211
A small or large recreation project that builds community
56.2%
227
A landscape or small-building project that provides public
31.9%
129
A dedicated location and facility for a farmers market
28.5%
115
Please indicate if you have a specific connection, parcel or project in
60

70.0%

60.0%
50.0%

40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

A new roadside
A new trail that
A conservation
A small or large
A landscape or
A dedicated
path that meanders connects or adds to
acquisition or
recreation project
small-building
location and facility
around obstacles in our existing trail
restriction that
that builds
project that
for a farmers
order to preserve
network
connects or adds to community and
provides public
market
the roadside
our open space
enhances fitness gathering spaces in
character
network
South Lincoln

Lincoln Open Space and Recreation Plan Community Survey 2016
Q8 Please indicate whether you would consider an easement or donation to the following?
Number
1
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Please indicate if you have a specific connection, parcel or project in mind. Please contact the Conservation Department if you would
like to discuss specifics in greater detail.
Why are you emphasizing S. Lincoln??!!
Thank you for all you do to preserve our trails and open space for people, dog companions and wildlife.
It may also be necessary to have a sidewalk placed near the Trapelo Rd/Page Rd/Winter St intersection - many kids and families with
young kids at the intersection now and high growth in outside traffic especially during peak times that is cause for concern espeically
after hearing about 2 bike deaths in town. Thus, it would be wonderful to have this area studied further if possible.
We have already provided a conservation easement.
I live on Page Road. It is dangerous to walk along the road during morning and evening commute hours. A roadside path would be
wonderful. I am sure there are other roads in town with the same issue. If I have to jump out of the path of a speeding auto, I will end up
in big patches of poison ivy.
I checked boxes for projects I would be willing to donate to financially, not provide my own property for.
I checked boxes for projects I would be willing to donate financially to, not provide my own property for.
I wish I did, if I did, Geoff would know about it ; )
soccer field please
we do not need any more conservation acquisitions
additional land for community solar energy development
A South Lincoln playspace would help the businesses there and be a wonderful contribution to making it a gathering place.
Build a new school. That is my, and should be everyone's prioriry
I would donate for sidewalks but I see very little "roadside character" in lincoln unless you mean scrubby bushes and trees
have already donated a funds for a previous parcel purchase
Soccer fields with good grass
Have already done so.
my mom says we have one already and it is a good thing because people can go for walks around the pond.
I am only in Middle School, but I am happy that our yard has a path for people to walk to Farrar Pond.
We (happily) have an easement on our property that allows access to a trail system.
Indoor pool, health club facility.
We bought our property to enjoy our property. We don't want to be hassled by the town to fill some neighbors need. We like open
space.
A redesigned Ballfield Road could provide a much needed new school facility, new Park & Rec facility, COA and ballfields/fitness
recreation and community gathering space.
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Conservation has jurisdiction over plenty of open space - space that can be used for many of the things on these lists. Until spaces are
used more wisely (put solar panels on the capped dump, allow for some green playing fields to be created in more open spaces, better
maintain what you've already got), there is no reason why any more space should be aquired - dontated or otherwise.
Better soccer fields
Would love to see sidewalks on Weston and Silver Hill Roads. Cars go way too fast and kids cannot safely bike around town without
these sidewalks
Would love it if Lincoln had something like the Beede Center
It is not about more land. Improve what there is. Stupid model to gobble up more with what is there in utter decay.
We have enough of all the other items on this list; we need to create more playing fields, and fund their on-going maintenance.
No new buildings. Just the outdoors. There are farms/markets in neighboring towns.
Fitness and senior center near train station?
My main priority is the improving the availalbility and quality of our playing fields for sports (soccer)
Continued, paved roadside path to Walden Pond.
connection for north lincoln across route 2.
Someone on LincolnTalk mentioned a small local food incubator type business...in honor of our farms...
we need to make our center lively An eating and gathering place would be good where did our local convenient stores go? drug store,
hardware,maybe small coffee, breakfast venue
for a walking path on Silver Hill Road - 30 Silver Hill
I like having the farmers market at its current location as it draws people to the existing commercial hub who then support the other local
businesses.
tennis courts could be fixed up more. The trees are in need around it.
make more trails 'wheelchair usable
I saw leave coma the road area alone on Weston road. Leave farms and riding ring alone. No more sports please. We have enough
already. We have enough of everything. It just needs to be utilized and cared for. Don't build to build. Make what we have better. Don't
'take' from current land. Buy from neighboring towns.
I saw leave coma the road area alone on Weston road. Leave farms and riding ring alone. No more sports please. We have enough
already. We have enough of everything. It just needs to be utilized and cared for. Don't build to build. Make what we have better. Don't
'take' from current land. Buy from neighboring towns.
Would donate to project to better mark trails for navigation
Would love to see community solar farm built somewhere in Town. Also a community kitchen or more garden options.
Rent space in Donolans for the Framers Market,
I would like to see a path connection to Reiling pond rd
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We have already invested in S.Lincoln in the past 10 years. Unless you suggest we reclaim the Peace Park for public use, or invest in
expanded commuter parking, or a station, there is no other public land/space to anke public investments. The Mall is private property,
as is all over property (except Codman). Let the private land owners make improvements on tier land, not the taxpayer.
I love the farmers market improvement idea. However, there are so many successful farmers markets around (I love the ones in Union
Square, Somerville and Norwich, Vt in particular) that I'd want to see evidence of study of them before Lincoln decides how to move
forward
How about a (covered) train station that can attract riders and thus trains and be used for community events?
Be willing to talk to someone about my wetland small stream reconnection idea and volunteer time
Around Farrah pond
I think the current location is terrific for the farmer's market -- why would we want to move people and commerece away from that
area??????
I would consider a restriction ONLY if there were a tax benefit
It depends. I prefer privacy.
Again, I would not use but would support a public playground for young children. It is a NATURAL form of "public gathering space" , not
an artificial one that would go unused.
Since I live at the Commons, I am not in a position to offer easements.
Not applicable - already done all that's possible
The two missed an opportunity to purchase Aunt Sadies for a permanent Lincoln Farm Stand. If there were another location a major
artery that became avaoble for that use, we should go for it!
more safe sidewalks on narrow, busy roads such as Weston Rd. It's widely used for walking and biking but is dangerous.
I think the farmers market should move back to Codman.

Lincoln Open Space and Recreation Plan Community Survey 2016
Q9 What are your concerns regarding Lincoln’s conservation land? (check all that apply)
Answer Options
No concerns
Insufficient conservation land
Insufficient connectivity of resources via trails and roadside paths
Insufficient parking (including designated accessible parking spaces)
Insufficient access and/or availability of resources for mobility-impaired persons
Insufficient access to the Sudbury River at the canoe landing
Insufficient wayfinding (trail map, signs) to parking, trailheads or connecting trails
Maintenance including trails, access & surfacing of parking lots and mowing of fields & trails
Management of native, non-nuisance plants, animals and their associated habitat
Management of non-native, nuisance plants and animals (knotweed, ticks, deer)
Disturbance of plant and animal habitat by over use or encroachment (dogs, buildings, light)
Multiple, shared uses on conservation land and/or trails
Other (please specify)

Response
Percent
25.4%
6.5%
20.2%
14.2%
6.4%
14.8%
27.3%
21.5%
13.5%
38.9%
14.8%
8.8%
16.8%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
136
35
108
76
34
79
146
115
72
208
79
47
90
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Q9 What are your concerns regarding Lincoln’s conservation land? (check all that apply)
Number
1
2
3
4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28

Other (please specify)
Our athletic fields are not maintained properly, and potentially dangerous.
Houses have been recently built near the best conservation land trails - this must stop
ticks and lyme disease
While some use of open space for agriculture can be bucolic, fencing in large fields for farm animals that aren't
given appropriate shelter is disconcerting. Every time you turn a field over to farm animals consider the impact on
wildlife, give wildlife equal additional space and make sure any farm animals located far from a farm have
appropriate shelter where they can leave without fear and discomfort.
I wonder if there is a policy about dog waste on the trails or on conversation land? I often find myself cleaning up
after other's dogs who have used the trail. I would happily participate in efforts to promote stewardship among all
who use the trails. I also often pick up trash along trails.
I don't have any real concerns; however after taking this survey if we are going to EXPEND any money it should
be to maintain what we have better NOT create more to maintain poorly. The sporting fields that we have need
help; the sidewalks that we have need help; the bike paths we have need help. We don't need anything more - we
need to take care of what we have better. When it snows or hails or there is ice, half our town should NOT be
losing their electricity, hence our power lines also should be better maintained - as well - no one is saying to cut
down the trees - but it does not take a woodsmen to spot trees in the fall that will give us trouble in the first snow
storm and be proactive and cut them down.
Views from road do not need to be completely open. No off-trail activity or taking of plant material should be
allowed without conservation dept permission; some trailheads hard to find, most OK; more education of residents
needed both to understand the value of natural areas, and to realize that their taxes no where near cover the need
in terms of maintenance.
I am all for conserving the natural landscape. However, it's difficult to see the focus on so much farming in highvalue, suburban environments at the expense of playing fields and usable area for residents. Plenty of farmland
20-30 miles west of Lincoln. We need to get our priorities in balance.
We LOVE how the trails are maintained - we see all the work that goes into this on our daily use of trails/space THANK YOU - but a concern is stinging nettles and poison ivy - they seem to thrive in the present hot/dry
conditions - the ivy is on all trails - but that's because we have critters and that's a good sign - so not complaining
here, just saying thanks and man, I wish there was a decent alternative to Round Up... MORE GOATS! Roaming
the trails!!? ;)-*
TICK issue has been major deterrent to my using trails more in Lincoln...all this lovely land going unused
Allow bicycles on trails and kill poison Ivy
TICKS
need better parking at the Pierce House and Park
Insufficient mountain bike opportunity
I feel that the Conservation Dept. does a lot of work on the trails which is wonderful. However, the invasive plants
are so hard to control...
General littering that's making its way into Minuteman park. Could we have community events where we just pick
up trash at these places if needed?
All use of trails; walking, hiking, biking, horses. Designed for town residents only (i.e. bike License)
B
ticks are a huge problem!
We need to stop destruction of land and open space by home builders
Dead trees on pathways
love the use of dragonflies to help control mosquitoes!
We desparately need more sidewalks!!! Sandy Pond Road would be a great place to start.
Open fields being turned in meat production locations for Codman Farm. Used to be able to fly a kite at the corner
of Codman and Concord Rds and now there are chickens. Why?
it would be amazing to have some trails widened for mobility impaired. Chronicle had a segment on this they have
some trails where people can maneuver a special wheel chair so they can enjoy ascending a mountain and being
in nature. it would be so nice to have trails like that so the mobility impaired could enjoy the nature of Lincoln. I am
not mobility impaired I just enjoy our trails
not aware enough of issues on conservation land to respond
Dangerous, unleashed dogs and limited accountability for owners. Should have at least one dog-free place to walk
or get a leash law similar to all surrounding towns•
Ticks
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All acquisitions of fields should be mowed.
Too much parking
Owners who fail to control their dogs
As we have more people using the existing land, particularly dog walkers etc, and the edges, we will need more
land or much more management/control of visitation.
more bike paths
I would like to be able to bike and walk to more places without going on the roads. Cars drive too fast and run
through red lights.
Light pollution (domestic) and increased road traffic are growing concerns that affect the feel and quality of many
conservation areas.
misguided compromise of bio-diversity in the name of nuisance plant controll
I'd like to see some deer exclosures set up to test deer impact, tho the deer problem doesn't seem bad to me from
casual observation. I worry about too many dog on the Harrington trails and would like the to stay out of the ponds
and vernal pools. I would like to see more shrub (early succession) habitat provided and want to be sure grassland
birds such as bobolinks are protected and encouraged. Given global warming, i'd like to see some examples on
town land such as Pierce Park of zero-scaping to show people how to get away from large lawns. I support
efforts. to reduce the use of leaf blowers.
No concerns except people whof do not clean up after or leash their dogs.
Pierce park is being trampled in the spring. It is being cut too short in the summer and it pretty much looks
shabbier each year over the last 5 years or so. ids running with cleats in the mud is tearing it up and then it never
seems to get reseeded.
can we use land for another soccer field please?
Mountain biking should be allowed on most all of our trails.
WE are not staying in touch as the town changes. Lincoln is great because when this effort started the leaders
focused on the future and how they connected the people of Lincoln to that resrouce. Now we have too many
people who say this is how we have always done it. We need to adapt and make it useful for the majority not a
vocal minority.
people building palaces next to conservation land
Not enough sidewalks/roadside trails to help keep pedestrians and bicyclists safe. Also, not enough signage for
trails
So grateful for all our trails!
crime on trails and increase in people not from Lincoln
Dogs walked without leashes are a safety hazard. Family member has been bitten.
My primary concern is the town values undeveloped open or forested space so much that the amount and
condition of our town's playing fields have been neglected. If we want to attract young families to Lincoln, we need
to make playing fields a much higher priority.
I think there is too much mowing of unused meadows. How can we encourage pollinators if we mow the open
meadows periodically?
Bittersweet and poison ivy
Lincoln needs to maintain the land they gave, not acquire more.
Need more tick control!
People using private driveways to access trails
Limited and aging playgrounds.. Kids need these!
Insufficient playing fields
There are some areas that have an excessive number of dog walkers that takes away from a relaxing experience.
The space with groups of professional dog walkers that frequently do not keep their dogs on a leash is found at Mt
Misery
I feel that we have a lot of conservation land in lincoln vs land avail for other opportunities. we should focus on
maintaining what we have.
The map is fine, but once you are out there, its nearly impossible to navigate.
Unknown connectivity issues as wayfinding is difficult or impossible. Linkage across Rt 2 should be explored.
I wouldn't say insufficient connectivity but some trails could be better connected. 75 miles is pretty great. Garlic
mustard and Autumn olive, buckthorn, and vines are all needing management on all the trails. And POISON IVY
too.
Non-enforcement of violations by abutters
As a lincoln resident, I would not like to see large parking lots by every trail. It is nice to be able to get keep some
trails with light use. Also, I feel that more trails could be opened up to bike use. As a father of two young girls, the
trails provide a safe place to ride bikes.
I think more trails should be opened to cyclists.
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allow mountain biking on all trails
Specifically, Lyme disease management. Would like town to have a plan to reduce exposure/transmission from
ticks. Treat or hunt the deer, etc.
See above comment on expanded multi-use trails designed for fun mountain biking.
How to prevent bike-riders from using non-bike trails!
Insufficient development of services in Lincoln for residents
our conservation land should be more farm and people friendly
Insufficient safe ways to travel if you are not in a vehicle
(1) Trail location markers seem non-existent. While it's fun to navigate in the woods, sometimes it gets dark
before you can find your way out. Weston and the Blue Hills have numbered markers at nearly every trail
intersection and these are keyed to maps. It wouldn't hurt if we added a few numbered markers keyed to maps.
(2) There's no landing (dock) at the canoe landing area. I wouldn't want to make the place too civilzed or it will
attract too many out of towners, but how about some natural-looking stepping stones so your feet don't get muddy
when you just want to go for a short paddle?
?
reconnect blocked streams and wetlands by putting in inexpensive passive underpasses under roads for water
fish and wildlife
Please don't over-develop the trail heads with surfaced parking
Poison ivy. Also, roadside paths
This is a terribly worded question which does a great job of showing off our inherent biases about conservation
land in Lincoln. The answer is not "more". The answer is not further protection. The answer is mixed use. We
should be able to intelligently use herbicide and pesticide on our playing fields to keep them safe. We should be
able to water the grass at the pool so it doesn't dry up and end up IN the pool. And we need to open up our trail
network to any non-motorized use for anyone from Lincoln. Let's reduce that cars and use the land for changing
needs. Like solar as well. Conservation land has other uses than just for quiet walks and supporting pollinators.
Too much over growth at edges of land. No deer management program
Uses are too restricted on conservation land. Should consider options for development and appropriate uses that
further a conservation agenda.
Didn't know there was a canoe landing!
Loss of open space for wildlife to farming
We need signs on each trail indicating where it goes
Better Mt. Misery parking lot maintenace -- can we pave more of it? Make sure Beaver dams don't ruin anymore
land or downstream bodies of water.
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The Poison Ivy is getting out of control in several areas, including many roadsides and some access points
Refusal to use conservation land for other purposes
more trails that prohibit biking
I am at Goose Pond rd and I cannot garden because the deer ate everything! I notice there is less humming birds
because there are no more hosta flowers left for them? Deer over population?
We have a lot... would like to maintain rather than acquire more.
Expansion of non-passive recreational facilities that might encroach on existing open space and fields/meadows.
BTW, The LLCT needs a good media ready website and a heck of a lot more creativity. The web presence and
community building are abysmal.
too much has been left to grow into "natural" state. We have abandoned use of formerly productive fields for
certain non-endangered habitat.
But I think that people are doing a great job with what we have.

Lincoln Open Space and Recreation Plan Community Survey 2016
Q10 What are your concerns regarding Lincoln’s recreation facilities? (check all that apply)
Answer Options
No concerns
Insufficient number or use of athletic fields for team sports
Insufficient number or use of indoor recreation and fitness facilities
Insufficient parking (including designated accessible parking spaces)
Insufficient access and/or availability of resources for mobility-impaired persons
Insufficient restroom and/or shower facilities
Maintenance of athletic fields, including trash or vandalism
Maintenance of indoor recreation facilities
Maintenance of equipment and/or missing equipment (game lines)
Other (please specify)

Response
Percent
31.7%
36.1%
38.6%
8.4%
6.1%
23.2%
29.0%
14.4%
11.5%
15.5%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
165
188
201
44
32
121
151
75
60
81
521
83

Lincoln Open Space and Recreation Plan Community Survey 2016
Q10 What are your concerns regarding Lincoln’s recreation facilities? (check all that apply)
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

9
10

Other (please specify)
Field conditions for soccer
Lincoln is not an athletic club - conservation land provides excellent outdoor recreation
Need bathroom facilities
I have most often used the pool and have found the condition & grounds to be very good.
Bemis, library
No adequate space for Girl Scouts to meet.
Sports fields ave dying grass and are impossible to play on!
Don't know enough to comment on how fields should be maintained in the next question. NOTE: I TRIED TO GO
BACKWARDS IN THIS SURVEY AND IT WIPED OUT ALL MY ANSWERS FOR PART 2. Am having to do it over again from
memory. Also wish there were a place for more general comments.
just "concerns" not criticism, hoping it will result in more funding for you guys? The trash that collects is crazy - the Baker
Bridge/Codman Road trail of take-out refuse -- liquor bottles, etc., is heartbreaking...
Need more recreational/social opportunities for teens in town
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if we can irrigate tennis courts (despite weeds on 2 of them), why can't we irrigate fields which are deplorable this year?
Have not engaged with most. Have an infant.
need port a potty at town hall field please
poor soccer fields
Insufficient information. I know nothing about Codman pool. What is it?
most towns have publicly available tennis courts already supported by taxes
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students at school can not get on the center field in the spring for recess because the fields are being protected for Soccer
Insufficient mountain bike trails
Maintenance of fields. Fields barely have any grass at Lincoln athletic fields and schools.
My Dad does the majority of the work for field lining, and all for free. He has done this for years, and Lincoln really needs a
better system around this.
the fee is costly for access to things like the pool or the tennis courts. As a resident I wish there was a more cost effective
way to use these resources. In the other towns I lived in some of these were free (like the tennis courts).
need open bathrooms near athletic fields
K

8
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quality of the fields themselves not great...and few options for periods when we need to replace/renovate existing fields
the concrete floor of the pods are not ideal for exercise classes
Need dog park
indoor swimming pool or for other sports would be great
I
Insufficient experience to judge.
The fields are in terrible condition - even before the drought
I would like the pool to be open more.
Lack of in-town fitness center.
We have space, but we don't care for it properly. We have no business changing things up until we can learn to care for what
we already have. Neighboring towns have better recreational facilities in part because they are larger towns. We should put
a turf field in by the school for all weather sports and then care for the other playing fields better. Leave our open fields
alone. That is what makes Lincoln unique and besides, eventually these kids go on to Sudbury and participate in sports
there. Leave our current open fields alone. We will regret a short sited decision.
soccer fields are in need of great help please. need 8 vs 8, 11vs 11
very poor condition of center field for soccer.
Cost
Codman pool is a joke compared to other neighboring towns and for the membership dues that are charged.
I don't feel the need for showers but restrooms should be available near playing fields on weekends
Fields are in terrible terrible shape
Very poo field conditions; crabgrass is the only green, and that dies off leaving dust bowl. Lincoln has worse field conditions
by far of any participating/neighboring towns
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We should water & care for our soccer fields. For #11, we should improve maintenance AND build an artificial turf field.
Access to a gymnasium in the winter Lincoln athletics in field service
This town has become shabby not chic
Insufficient accessible and unlocked restrooms at public places...parks, soccer fields, other.
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I think the maintenance of the fields is the biggest problem. An all weather field would be great. An indoor space for fitness
with a proper floor would be great too.
The outdoor playing fields are a disaster.
This topic is of utmost importance to me. We need to make town recreation and in particular well maintained outdoor playing
fields a priority. I would be open to a new turf field.
Quality of fields are terrible.
we have the worst athletic fields ive seen in mass.
The baseball field isn't useful for children over 6. The balls go into the woods. The backstop on Smith 2 is too close. Look at
what Sudbury, Lexington and Weston offer their children. Our town is not doing what they deserve.
fields could be in much better shape
need updated indoor facilities
Off-road bicycle trails are recreation facilities, and it appears they are banned in Lincoln. This is a problem.
inadequate senior center for a growing population over 60
I think the athletic fields demand a bit more care and some sort of sustainable watering.
an indoor walking track for the winter would be nice
We need better indoor spaces for fitness and children's after school programs.
I'd love to have the playground back that was torn down by magic garden
More playgrounds
Promote use of trails by alowing Bicycles
we have to many athletic fields we should turn them into something else
The outdoor athletic fields are in terrible shape and need to be addressed ASAP.
Lincoln needs to rebuild the Strats Playground that was torn down
rebuilding Spratt's playground
we need a community center on the campus that integrates multi-generational programs, and links to Codman Pool, the
playing fields, the gyms and the auditorium
No opinion -- Not a user.
Rec buildings are not conducive to being inside of them.
Don't develop "built" facilities. Put the money into acquiring "natural" areas.
Athletic fields, with the limitations about watering, poison ivy maintenance, fertilizer/herbicide use, etc are becoming
downright dangerous to play on
We need a year round pool.
Athletic fields are in extremely poor shape, contributing to multiple injuries during softball games; poor playing conditions for
soccer; NO nearby bathrooms at Town Hall field
Starts demolished with no replacement
Need an expanded facility for daytime community use. Community Center at schools!
Community center for all ages
I am really not a user.
Better facilities for seniors
Not interested
No place to swim!
Recreation facilities should remain clustered around the schools and Ballfield Rd area.
Some fields are not level, not the greatest quality
we need a redeveloped campus space to integrate rec. programs for ALL ages. A community center, on the campus, should
provide the programatic oversight and advocacy for expanded facilities
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13.8%

Response
Percent
28.9%
15.8%

33

75

157
86

Response Count

6.1%

48

145

544
60

Q11 Lincoln’s athletic fields currently serve youth soccer, baseball and lacrosse; Lincoln School physical education, recess and sports programs;
Parks and Recreation programs; adult leagues; and occasional event parking. Current maintenance practices include slice seeding all fields once per
year, aerating fields twice per year, applying a natural fertilizer three times per year, and applying lime as needed. The fields have no weed or pest
control, irrigation, or ability to rest. Regarding the future care of athletic fields in Lincoln, please check your preference. (select one choice)

Answer Options

8.8%

No preference

26.7%

answered question
skipped question

No preference
No change in maintenance, use, or quantity of athletic fields
Improve maintenance practices on existing fields (irrigation and organic
pest/weed control)
Create new fields to rest existing fields and maintain existing fields at their
current level
Create new fields to rest existing fields and improve maintenance practices on
existing fields
Build a new artificial-turf field for higher use and to rest existing fields

Lincoln’s athletic fields currently serve youth soccer, baseball and lacross

No change in maintenance, use, or quantity of athletic
fields

Improve maintenance practices on existing fields
(irrigation and organic pest/weed control)

Create new fields to rest existing fields and maintain
existing fields at their current level

Create new fields to rest existing fields and improve
maintenance practices on existing fields

Build a new artificial-turf field for higher use and to rest
existing fields
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5.1%

Response
Percent
55.1%
11.8%

75
95
59
8
41
23

25

271
58

52

Response Count

15.2%
19.3%
12.0%
1.6%
8.3%
4.7%

71

Q12 What are your concerns regarding Lincoln’s agriculture? (check all that apply)
Answer Options
No concerns
Insufficient number of small, local farms

14.4%

answered question
skipped question

What are your concerns regarding Lincoln’s agriculture? (check all that apply)

Limits on the
use of farms or
hours of
operation

Insufficient opportunity to work on local farms (CSA’s) or in community gardens
Insufficient opportunity to purchase products from local farms
Insufficient ‘farm-to-table’ experience
Insufficient wayfinding (brochure, signs) to local farms
Insufficient parking at local farms
Insufficient bylaws and regulations to support farming in town
Limits on the use of farms or hours of operation
Allowance of chemical herbicides, pesticides and/or GMO crops on agricultural
land
Other (please specify)

60.0%
50.0%
40.0%

Insufficient
parking at local
farms

30.0%

Insufficient
‘farm-to-table’
experience

20.0%

Insufficient
opportunity to
work on local
farms (CSA’s)
or in…

10.0%
0.0%

No concerns

492
112
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Q12 What are your concerns regarding Lincoln’s agriculture? (check all that apply)
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
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14
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30
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32
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34
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40
41
42

Other (please specify)
Farmes are not forbidden from trapping & killing wildlife to preserve their crops - this should stop
Farm animals put in fields without adequate shelter from storms and excess sun and heat.
Hard to answer these questions without,associated costs
Outside political pressure on Lincoln farms for special interests (e.g. lobbying against raising rabbits at Codman).
I support absolutely the Codman farmers right to farm, including raising chickens, sheep, cattle and rabbits.
I cringe whenever I walk by the pesticide skull & crossbones signs on conservation land used by Turtle Creek vineyard at Flints'
Field.
Farming methods used should be wildlife friendly--messy, weedy is good regardless of the view from the road; grasses and
vegetables should be allowed to go to seed; pollinator plants should be encouraged along edges; edge clearing should be done with
care and only in the fall.
Do people actually believe that Lincoln's focus on agriculture is insufficient? I would argue that we are overly focused on agriculture
and the environment to the detriment of the humans.
Let the Farmers Farm as they see fit
Wish I heard about this before the day of the meeting since I have other plans and can't attend
Please no GMO's--we have a small organiz farm on our lawn! No cross-pollinating wanted.
To be clear - I checked the "chemical herbicides..." box to indicate that they should be eliminated, not allowed.
So many CSAs that the local market can't support them . Lack of community involvement in Codman.
More opportunities to purchase from farms beyond the once a week lincoln center.
It would be good if farmstands were open in evening when commuters and Lincoln residents are on their way home
not knowledgeable enough to respond
Insufficient perimeter fencing for Codman pastures
Would like to see more actual farmers than farm-inspired hobbyists or hunt club paddock fanciers.
It appears we have a remarkably robust and abundant agricultural community in Lincoln with many opportunities.
Insufficient information to judge.
I really want there to be a connection between the school and the farms. Why do we eat bad food when there is so much good food?
It would be awesome to share great food with my friends at school and not have to bring my own.
See comments under #6. Also, I hope one or more restaurants will come to S. Lincoln which will use local produce.
All chemical herbicides, pesticides and/or GMO crops should be banned from Lincoln - for the bees, for the growing of food that is
healthy for people.
better tick control
Attention needs to be paid to irrigation methods so as to conserve water.
Allowance of pesticides and herbicides on lawn by owners of non-agricultural land.
Too many people who have their own "pet project" who stop the wonderful organizations from doing the best they can in a
challenging enivronment. We need to have leaders who help support and focus on executing the best we can within the context we
operate, not some ideal start that is not economically viable.
I encourage organic farming and NO GMOs and no limits on farms. We are losing non farm businesses and lets not make it harder
for farmers
NEVER TURF IN LINCOLN!
Concern = Codman Farm's inhumane treatment of rabbits.
A decent restuarant offering a farm-to-table experience would be a great addition to the lack of current offerings.
Lincoln doesn't have the space to have more farming. Focus on nature. There are farms in neighboring towns.
Re: your option about artificial turf. Please research the health concerns about kids usage and cancer. Extremely disturbing,
somehow it causes cancer in more girls than boys..
Wish AKA Bistro would be replaced by a farm to table restaurant.
I support farms but not herbicides or pesticides. I think more people should be allowed to farm if done in a sightly (NOT
UNSIGHTLY) way; some service areas are very ugly at our local farms IE LindenTree. Looks like a trash heap. View from road
should be pretty and inviting.
Wish they would catch the crooks that stole from Codman Farm!
Insufficient independence of farms from meddling villagers (e.g. bunny liberation crew)
The town should consider/review how town-owned land is allocated. It might make sense to re-allocate some of the land to enable
support more farmers. RIght now, the town's land appears to be primarily farmed by Codman Community Farm(s) and the Food
Project. There are a handful of others, e.g., Lindentree has maybe 10-15 acres. Blue Heron has maybe 7 acres. There are 2 or 3
farmers using a few acres each in the field over near Minuteman Park. Two have a few acres each of the Van Leer fields. One has a
small field behind St Anne's. Another has an acre or 2 next to the Codman house. Perhaps some of the land used by Codman and
the Food Project should be made available to other farmers. Or perhaps it should be used for something other than farming.
Let the Farmer Farm... Eliminate restructions of farms and horse owners
This seems to imply all farms are public. How can you increase parking on private property? Increasing urbanization of Lincoln
attitudes has ut negative pressure on Lincoln's historic and unique ag. heritage .
Insufficient connection of Lincoln's farms and agriculture resources to the school.
Other than the farmer's market at South Lincoln, I don't know what the farms offer. Can they do a combined market every day, or do
they publish daily their available produce on the web?
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I am unaware of farms other then Codman, drumland and blue heron open to public
We are providing highly valuable, taxpayer-subsidized land to other groups' social engineering projects. We should more openly
discuss the cost benefit analysis of this. I have no problem with the farms but many of them are operated for the benefit of nonLincolnites.
insufficient police protection of farms, ie. large thefts at Codman and community gardens
Animals in fields don't have appropriate shelter.
Codman needs to focus more on growing vegetables and less on animals for meat.
Too much deference to Ag in Lincoln, as reflected in the list above. Ag activity can be a nuisance -- e.g. odor, restrictions on dogs.
More generally, no reason for an by-right use of land for Ag.
last one a real concern
CSA shares are too expensive and not practical for a small family with various dietary needs.
All these statements are loaded in favor of agricultural expansion! How can you get alternative viewpoints?
Lincoln is sadly becoming less and less farm/ag friendly a we have seen the challenge for simple backyard operations. Also, how
can we expect expanded parking on private farms???
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Total Responses
August 13 – October 16, 2016
Complete Responses: 569
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How important are the following to you?
Answered: 598

Skipped: 6

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6*
#6*
#7
#8
#9

Trail and roadside path network
Sustainable balance of plants, animals and humans
Small, local farms
Well‐maintained recreational facilities
Undisturbed areas for plant and animal habitat
Open, bucolic (farm) views from the road
A vibrant village at South Lincoln
Cultural and historic venues
Wooded buffers around residential homes
Playground and neighborhood “pocket parks”

* Items ranked the same in survey responses.
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Which of Lincoln’s existing conservation, recreation, trail and agricultural resources have or do you
use (Use)? Would you use it more if the facility, parking or access was improved (Improved)?
Answered: 596

Skipped: 8

USE CURRENTLY:

WOULD USE MORE IF IMPROVED:

#1 Trails for walking or running

#1 Roadside paths for walking or bike riding

#2 deCordova Sculpture Park and Museum

#2 Canoe landing for boating, fishing or other
water activities

#3 Drumlin Farm Wildlife Sanctuary
#3 Trails for bike riding
#4 Roadside paths for walking or bike riding
#4 Athletic fields for team sports
#5 Walden Pond State Reservation
#5 Lincoln Station for the farmer’s market
#6 Pierce Park or Pierce House for picnicking,
walking or a community event

#5 Trails for walking or running
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Does Lincoln currently provide enough of the following?
Answered: 596

Skipped: 8

YES:

NO:

#1 Trails

#1 Roadside paths

#2 Natural areas for plant and animal
habitat

#2 Athletic fields for team sports

#3 Opportunities to experience being on a
local farm or in a community garden
#4 Opportunities to learn about and
purchase products from local farms (404)
#5 Opportunities for families (music,
walks/talks, farmers market, trail run) (377)

#3 Opportunities to learn about and purchase
products from local farms (116)
#4 Opportunities for families (music, walks/talks,
farmers market, trail run) (109)
#5 Opportunities for persons with mental or
physical disabilities

YES responses were more numerous than NO responses except for
“opportunities for persons with mental or physical disabilities” (80 No; 64 Yes; 430 No opinion)
“roadside paths” (315 No; 247 Yes; 22 No opinion)
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Thinking over the course of the next seven years, designate whether the following new
initiatives are a priority for you and state whether you would consider voting yes at Town
Meeting to appropriate funds toward each (check all that apply).
Answered: 589

Skipped: 15

PRIORITY:

WOULD VOTE YES AT TOWN MEETING:

#1 Add connections to the network of trails and
roadside paths

#1 Add connections to the network of trails and
roadside paths

#2 Enhance the village at South Lincoln

#2 Acquire additional land for multi‐use projects

#3 Acquire additional land for conservation
#4 Acquire additional land for multi‐use projects
#5 Acquire additional land for green‐energy
production
#6 Acquire additional land for recreation athletic
fields
#7 Work on neighborhood roadside projects

#3 Acquire additional land for conservation
#4 Enhance the village at South Lincoln
#5 Acquire additional land for green‐energy
production
# 6 Work on neighborhood roadside projects
#7 Acquire additional land for recreation athletic
fields
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Please indicate whether you would consider an easement or donation to
the following?
Answered: 404

Skipped: 200

59%

New trail that connects or adds to our existing trails

56%

Small or large recreation project that builds community or enhances fitness

52%

Conservation acquisition or restriction that connects or adds to open space network

50%

New roadside path that meanders around obstacles

32%

Landscape or small‐building project that provides public gathering spaces in South Lincoln

29%

Dedicated location and facility for farmers market
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What are your concerns regarding Lincoln’s conservation land?
Answered: 535

Skipped: 69

#1

Management of non‐native, nuisance plants and animals

#2

Insufficient wayfinding to parking, trailheads or connecting trails

#3

No concerns

#4

Maintenance including trails, access and surfacing of parking lots, and mowing
of fields and trails

#5

Insufficient connectivity of resources via trails and roadside paths

#6

Other – ticks, unleashed dogs and pet waste

#7

Disturbance of plant and animal habitat by over use and encroachment (dogs,
buildings, light)
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What are your concerns regarding Lincoln’s recreation facilities?
Answered: 521 Skipped: 83

#1 Insufficient number or use of indoor recreation and fitness
facilities
#2 Insufficient number and use of athletic fields for team sports
#3 No concerns
#4 Maintenance of athletic fields , including trash and vandalism
#5 Insufficient restroom or shower facilities
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Lincoln’s athletic fields currently serve youth soccer, baseball and lacrosse; Lincoln School physical
education, recess and sports programs; Parks and Recreation programs; adult leagues; and occasional event
parking. Current maintenance practices include slice seeding all fields once per year, aerating fields twice per
year, applying a natural fertilizer three times per year, and applying lime as needed. The fields have no weed or
pest control, irrigation, or ability to rest. Regarding the future care of athletic fields in Lincoln, please check
your preference. (select one choice)
Answered: 544

Skipped: 60

30% No preference
27% Create new fields to rest existing fields and improve maintenance practices on existing fields
16% No change in maintenance, use, or quantity of athletic fields
14% Improve maintenance practices on existing fields (irrigation and organic pest/weed control)
9%

Build a new artificial‐turf field for higher use and to rest existing fields

6%

Create new fields to rest existing fields and maintain existing fields at their current level
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What are your concerns regarding Lincoln’s agriculture?
Answered: 438

Skipped: 101

55% No concerns
19% Insufficient “farm‐to‐table” experience
15% Insufficient opportunity to purchase products from local farms
14% Allowance of chemical herbicides, pesticides and/or GMO crops on agricultural land
12% Insufficient wayfinding (brochure, signs) to local farms
12% Insufficient number of small, local farms
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Check the appropriate age category of the questionnaire respondent.
Answered: 600

Skipped: 4
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How long have you used Lincoln’s open space and recreation
resources and facilities?
Answered: 597

Skipped: 7
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How many people currently live in your house?
Answered: 597

Skipped: 7

How many people currently live in your house?
450
400
350
300

1

250

2
3

200

4

150

5 or more

100
50
0
Under 18 years old

18-34 years old

35-59 years old

Over 60 years old
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Lincoln Open Space and Recreation Plan Update - Community Meeting #1
September 14, 2016, Hartwell Multipurpose Room, Ballfield Road
MEETING NOTES

Lands of Recreation Interest – Draft Criteria for Identifying
Factors that Enhance the Value of Lands of Recreation Interest (existing criteria presented for discussion)
CRITERIA (Existing)
COMMENT
Size sufficient for intended purpose (minimum 2
Include less than 2 acre lots. Building lot under
acres)
current zoning is 80,000 sq.ft.. Size depends on
specific type of activity/facility needed.
Space for parking that is sufficient for intended
Need 0.5 acres for 40-50 parking spaces and bus
purpose (40-50 parking spaces and bus turn
turn around (estimate)
around/emergency vehicle access)
Paved or unpaved parking – affects community
character and maintenance requirements
Topography is open, level, good soil
Neighborhood access and open land
Availability. Can be built on existing nonprotected municipal land
Adjacent to existing recreation facilities and/or
athletic fields
Adjacent to existing parking
Proximity to town center/schools
This is really about connectivity around
town/access
Low cost to acquire land and/or clear land
No permitting challenges
Factors that Detract the Value of Lands of Recreation Interest
The following factors presented for discussion were affirmed by the attendees.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No available buffer for parking and field
Steep slopes
Ledge, wetland, clay soils with poor drainage
Woodland
Neighborhood impacted by traffic, noise, lights
Cost of purchasing property at residential home value and cost of clearing the land
Permitting and government processes
Restrictive deed provisions
Perceived town character change
Private or shared driveway access
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Land of Agricultural Interest – Draft Criteria for Identifying
Factors that Enhance the Value of Lands of Agricultural Interest (existing criteria presented for discussion)
CRITERIA (Existing)
Size sufficient for intended purpose (minimum 2
acres)
Accessible for farm equipment
Land is open, level, good agricultural soils
Land is of suitable shape for farming operations
Land has access to water
Low cost to acquire land and/or clear land
Adjacent to existing parking
No permitting challenges

COMMENT
Comments varied: minimum of 2 acres too small;
decrease size minimum to ½ acre; and, remove
any criteria about size, depends on the type of
operation.
Doesn’t have to be level for livestock
Access to electricity too
Acquire or lease

Factors that Detract the Value of Lands of Agricultural Interest
The following criteria were affirmed by attendees.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steep slopes
Ledge, wetland, clay soils with poor drainage
Wetland and/or floodplain
Rare species habitat
Cost of purchasing property at residential home value and cost of clearing the land
Permitting and government processes
Restrictive deed provisions
Private or shared driveway access

Lands of Conservation Interest – Draft Criteria for Identifying
Factors that Enhance the Value of Lands of Conservation Interest
The following existing criteria were affirmed by attendees:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Expands and enhances existing or proposed public and private holdings.
Links significant public and/or private open space/natural areas.
Preserves or buffers natural areas containing:
- plant/animal species of unusual merit or special concern,
- representative local plant and animal communities,
- valuable wildlife habitat,
- wetlands, streams, drinking water supply,
- migration corridors.
Contains important historical, geological, archeological or local landmark features.
Protects scenic vistas or view corridors.
Permits existing agricultural practices to continue on land that would otherwise succumb to development
pressures.
Provides access to or is itself a large, contiguous area for recreation or community.
Offers educational opportunities to the public.
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•
•
•
•

Provides access or opportunities to people with disabilities.
Does not adversely affect the organization’s financial and land management capabilities.
Provides concurrent gift for endowment of property stewardship.
Protects wetlands and watershed as storage areas and protection for public water supplies.

Factors that Detract from the Value of Lands of Conservation Interest
The following existing criteria were affirmed by attendees.
•
•
•
•
•

•

Few conservation/natural resource values remain intact on the property.
The presence of noxious weeds, hazardous materials, contaminants or refuse requiring containment, control
or disposal.
Small size and conflicting adjacent land use.
Development of adjacent properties that would diminish existing conservation values.
Difficult enforcement or management issues including:
- dangers from land forms,
- difficult access to land,
- multiple ownership tangles,
- restrictive deed provisions,
- potentially burdensome maintenance issues.
Ethical or public image problems for the grantor or organization grantee associated with accepting the
property.

Additional Comments
•

Roadside paths and trails are missing as a focus for developing greater connectivity across town for all users in
all seasons. This should be its own category (“lens”) to be assessed and recommendations made for the OSRP
action plan. Trails are part of some conservation and/or recreation lands but the town should evaluate
connectivity between these facilities/spaces, identify missing links, and strategize about how to build these
connections.

•

A concern was raised about what level of investment the Town would make on private property to develop
recreation or conservation or agricultural facilities. The criteria and action plan should clarify what level of
investment would be appropriate for the Town, and what is meant by public-private partnerships. Moderator
Anne Capra offered the following example to clarify the intent of the criteria presented: A parcel of land is
privately owned but meets the criteria for new conservation land. The Town may consider one of several
options: 1) purchase the property in fee; 2) the Town purchases a conservation restriction that allows for
public access/passive recreation, and the fee remains in private ownership; or 3) the Town my
facilitate/support sale to a non-profit or state agency that protects the land.
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Small Group Breakout Sessions

Attendees broke out into small groups to discuss the following questions relative to conservation, recreation,
agriculture and mixed land use categories, and reported back to the full house:
• Is there room for shared uses on Lincoln properties?
• Is so, what types of uses could co-exist?
• How would these uses complement each other?
• How would these uses conflict with each other?
• Who should be involved in creating/supporting/expanding these uses?
RESPONSES:
Limited potential for shared active recreation and conservation (i.e. athletic fields not good habitat).
Could some open fields in conservation lands be mowed and used as practice fields for some sports? You could rotate
these areas seasonally depending on habitat needs – spring fields, fall fields.
Conservation land and some agricultural uses may be compatible – i.e. hay fields and ground nesting birds; delay first
cut of hay until birds have fledged the nest.
Active recreational uses are hard on the land (compaction, deteriorate turf). Construct artificial turf field to have in
rotation so natural turf fields can rest.
Need more soccer fields. How to connect with schools? Develop fields where trails exist or can be established to
improve connectivity by bike and walking to limit parking needs.
Financial limitations for developing and maintaining ball fields.
Age of residents influences community needs. Young kids increasingly become involved in youth sports. This the
nature of young families today and what’s behind the demand for more athletic fields.
Parking at athletic facilities can conflict with wildlife habitat and residential neighborhoods – large paved areas, lights
at night.
Although community is having a hard time finding a location for new athletic fields, it needs to be explored. We live in
this town because of the rural/suburban aesthetic. It’s unfortunate that we need to drive long distances and take our
kids to huge rec facilities in Wayland, for example.
Recreational use at cemeteries?
Private land under conservation easement could be used for a CSA and/or individual lot farming.
Shared use with Hanscom.
Who controls? Town committees, private organizations, land owners, citizens, but only if they know THE LINCOLN
WAY!
Can some uses be rotated so detrimental effects of single use are not compounded over time and land has a chance to
rest?
Trails can have shared users – bikes, horses, dogs. Can trails be used for bikes too? Some inherent conflicts like dogs
and bikes maybe. Designate a dog park.
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Need ADA trails. Codding School good location.
Dangers of roadside paths (vehicular conflicts with pedestrians) need to be given consideration if promoting
pedestrian networks.
Codman Complex is a great example of shared uses now.
Change streets from two-way to one-way and use the other land for bike/ped travel.
Educational land (e.g. Farrington, Carrol School, Minuteman Tech) could be used for recreation?
Use Lincoln conservation land for green energy. Solar use on ag land (barn roofs). Parking lots could be used for green
energy/solar generation.
A single parcel may not be suitable for a particular use but multiple abutting parcels aggregated would be. Change of
use may present as land becomes available for sale.
Codman Farm - good spot for a permanent farmer’s market
Youth 4H is no longer active. Why is there such a big focus on youth athletics and sports fields? As a child, 4H was a big
organization kids were involved in and connected them to the outdoors. Our community needs to help re-direct and
support alternative youth activities that engage children with the land, i.e. fishing, playing outside. Prioritize
developing new spaces for multiple uses.
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Lincoln Open Space and Recreation Plan Update - Community Meeting #2
Wednesday, November 16, 2016, 7-8:30 PM
Donaldson Room, Town Hall
Tom Gumbart, Lincoln Conservation Director welcomed the attendees and introduced the Open Space
and Recreation Plan Committee. Consultant Anne Capra from Conservation Works briefly the elements
of an Open Space and Recreation Plan (OSRP) and how the plan is used to guide activities over the next
seven years.
Anne gave a Powerpoint presentation about the goals and objectives from the 2008 OSRP (attached).
These goals and objectives were also provided as a handout to attendees. Thereafter, Tom summarized
the numerous accomplishments since 2008 performed to achieve these goals and objectives. These
accomplishments included:
• 560 acres have been protected since 2008 through range of protection strategies with many
types of partners (public, private, non-profit)
• Protection of the Booth property in 2008 (Pleasant Meadows) through a public-private
partnership
• The South Lincoln Farms Project in 2010 protected the Van Leer and Boise Farms, 77 acres
permanently protected, multi-town effort, public and private funds
• DeNormandie property, 54 acres protected in 2012, now owned by Cambridge Water
Department and a CR held by the Town of Lincoln
• Jerodere (sp?) Realty property, 54 acres in 2015, now also owned by the Cambridge Water
Department and a CR held by the Town of Lincoln
• The Agricultural Commission was formed in 2008. There have been a number of new small farm
startup since then.
• All of the trails in Lincoln were mapped with GPS and published on a new trail map in 2014.
• There have been many trail improvements including new bridges and granite benches.
• A Groundwater Protection Bylaw and Surface Water Protection Bylaw were adopted for Flint’s
Pond.
• Invasive species management has been on-going.
• Education and outreach initiatives have targeted local schools, residents and seniors.
Anne gave a Powerpoint presentation of the survey results (attached). Anne facilitated a discussion
about goals and objectives for the 2017 plan update using the 2008 goals and objectives as a starting
point. Have our goals and objectives changed? What needs have been identified? What are Lincoln’s
priorities for the next seven years?
It was suggested that there should be an overarching vision statement that describes the ultimate sense
of community that residents want to achieve that wraps all of the goals together. For example –
Strengthen/create community, integrated with enjoyment, use and stewardship of resources, resilient
to climate change, and preserve scenic quality.
There is some overlap between some conservation land and agricultural land – woodlots, fields, ponds.
There was a comment about considering if there were opportunities to promote and support non-team
athletic sports as the dominant recreation activity for youth. The culture of the community drives the

needs. The concern being that youth athletics need a number of outdoor fields and the survey clearly
indicates that people are dissatisfied with the condition of these fields and that new ones are needed.
New athletic fields probably meant that habitat for plants and animals will need to be converted to turf.
Dan Periera noted that it is really important to support youth team sports and not scale back on these
facilities. There was some discussion about the new Wang property currently under acquisition for
mixed use.
Anne presented alternative phrasing for each of the goals that structures them to state the end state
that is desired.
Goal 1: Preserve Lincoln's natural resource, agricultural and recreational values.
Re-stated: Land for agriculture, recreation, and plant and animal habitat is protected to ensure the
character of Lincoln remains intact for future generations.
Goal 2: Promote active stewardship of existing agriculture and conservation land.
Re-stated, with edits from audience: Conservation, agricultural and recreation lands are stewarded to
promote long-term sustainable production and ecological diversity and resiliency.
Add a new objective: Improve quality of soil.
Goal 3: Foster recreational opportunities on recreational and conservation land.
Re-stated, with edits from audience: A range of recreational activities are available for users of all
abilities on recreation, conservation, and agricultural land.
Goal 4: Foster coordination, education and outreach regionally and locally.
Re-stated: Residents and local officials are well-informed about best practices for achieving our goals,
and participate in coordinated and effective programs and policies at the local and regional level.
Anne proposed a new goal to address comments in the earlier community forum about the need to
address trails and connectivity as a priority:
Goal 5: A well-maintained and connected trail and roadside path network serves residents of all abilities
for transportation and recreation.
Objectives:
A. Establish easements on private and institutional land to create vital connections where feasible.
B. Wayfinding (directional and locational) resources are adequate to inform users about the
network.
C. Residents, municipal government, and local institutions work collaboratively to maintain a high
quality bike and pedestrian network for users of all abilities.
D. Accessibility to the trail network is available in all neighborhoods and for all users.
Anne noted that she is working on incorporating climate change needs into the plan update. The
forecast for the northeast calls for increasing heavy precipitation events causing localized flooding (river
flooding inland) and prolonged periods of drought and increasing temperature. Thus, the drought
experienced this summer and the resultant condition of athletic field due to no irrigation should be
considered the type of situation that may be encountered more regularly in the future. There was a
comment that all of the goals should be responsive to climate change.
Each of the goals should be more inclusive for all of the priority land uses (agriculture, conservation and
recreation).
A diversity of experience should be available for multiple uses on trails, conservation and rec lands.

Need to work with the schools to establish safe routes to school for children who live within the 2-mile
radius walk to school zone where busing is not available.
Anne provided a timeline for next steps. The next draft will be ready for the December 1st committee
meeting. This meeting is expected to be a working meeting to finalize language for the goals and
objectives, actions, and any edits folks have. The plan will then be ready for public comment from town
boards and the general public. Anne recommends that the final draft plan be sent to Melissa Cryan and
DCS for her review. She usually takes 30+ days for review and ALWAYS submits comments. Thereafter,
the public comments from townsfolk can be addressed, incorporating the state’s comments, and a final
plan should be ready for publication February 1st.

